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Corporate Support Act of YE 23

Proposal #6: Corporate Support Act was created by Ketsurui Yui in YE 23. This passed with 3 abstains and
2 yay votes in the Senate of Yamatai.

The creation of the Star Army Military Industrial Complex in YE 41 superseded the definition of a major
corporation to include any entity that is listed as a member of SAMIC.

Purpose:

To ensure the government will use Corporations to provide supplies for the military, rather than1.
producing products themselves.
Whereas if the government produced all of its own products, business and economy would grid to a2.
halt.

Corporate Support Act

The Star Army of Yamatai must not produce its own line of products for commercial trade or sale.1.
The Star Army of Yamatai will obtain its supplies from corporate sources where available.2.
Corporate officers drafted into the military will hold command positions, and workers enlisted3.
positions starting at the rank of specialist.
The military will provide intelligence data regarding the vessels and species it encounters to the4.
major corporations.
At this time, the PNUgen Corporation, WickedArms Industries, and the Ketsurui Fleet Yards5.
Corporations will be recognized as major corporate powers.
Corporations can be added to this list through later proposals, but corporations can only be6.
removed from this list through the same manner.
Major Corporate leaders will by default be imperial senators/advisors.7.

OOC Notes

Proposal #6: Corporate Support Act was written by Wes in 22 Jan 2003. Kim created this article on
2018/01/04 18:06.
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